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Abstract
Segmentation of the left ventricle (LV) from cardiac magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) datasets is an essential step for calculation of clinical indices
such as ventricular volume and ejection fraction. In this work, we employ
deep learning algorithms combined with deformable models to develop and
evaluate a fully automatic segmentation tool for the LV from short-axis car-
diac MRI datasets. The method employs deep learning algorithms to learn
the segmentation task from the ground true data. Convolutional networks are
employed to automatically detect the LV chamber in MRI dataset. Stacked
autoencoders are utilized to infer the shape of the LV. The inferred shape is
incorporated into deformable models to improve the accuracy and robustness
of the segmentation. We validated our method using 45 cardiac MR datasets
taken from the MICCAI 2009 LV segmentation challenge and showed that
it outperforms the state-of-the art methods. Excellent agreement with the
ground truth was achieved. Validation metrics, percentage of good contours,
Dice metric, average perpendicular distance and conformity, were computed
as 96.69%, 0.94, 1.81mm and 0.86, versus those of 79.2%− 95.62%, 0.87-0.9,
1.76-2.97mm and 0.67-0.78, obtained by other methods, respectively.
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1. Introduction
Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is now routinely being used
for the evaluation of the function and structure of the cardiovascular system
(Yuan et al., 2002; Lima and Desai, 2004; Frangi et al., 2001; Petitjean and Dacher,
2011; Tavakoli and Amini, 2013; Heimann and Meinzer, 2009; Suinesiaputra et al.,
2014). Segmentation of the left ventricle (LV) from cardiac MRI datasets is
an essential step for calculation of clinical indices such as ventricular volume,
ejection fraction, left ventricular mass and wall thickness as well as analyses
of the wall motion abnormalities.
Manual delineation by experts is currently the standard clinical prac-
tice for performing the LV segmentation. However, manual segmentation is
tedious, time consuming and prone to intra- and inter-observer variability
(Frangi et al., 2001; Petitjean and Dacher, 2011; Tavakoli and Amini, 2013;
Heimann and Meinzer, 2009; Suinesiaputra et al., 2014). To address this,
it is necessary to reproducibly automate this task to accelerate and facili-
tate the process of diagnosis and follow-up. To date, several methods have
been proposed for the automatic segmentation of the LV. A review of these
methods can be found in (Frangi et al., 2001; Petitjean and Dacher, 2011;
Tavakoli and Amini, 2013; Heimann and Meinzer, 2009; Suinesiaputra et al.,
2014).
To summarize, there are several challenges in the automated segmentation
of the LV in cardiac MRI datasets: heterogeneities in the brightness of LV
cavity due to blood flow; presence of papillary muscles with signal intensities
similar to that of the myocardium; complexity in segmenting the apical and
basal slice images; partial volume effects in apical slices due to the limited res-
olution of cardiac MRI; inherent noise associated with cine cardiac MRI; dy-
namic motion of the heart and inhomogeneity of intensity; considerable vari-
ability in shape and intensity of the heart chambers across patients, notably
in pathological cases, etc (Tavakoli and Amini, 2013; Petitjean and Dacher,
2011; Queiros et al., 2014). Due to these technical barriers the task of auto-
matic segmentation of the heart chambers from cardiac MR images is still a
challenging problem (Petitjean and Dacher, 2011; Tavakoli and Amini, 2013;
Suinesiaputra et al., 2014).
Current approaches for automatic segmentation of the heart chambers
can be generally classified as: pixel classification (Kedenburg et al., 2006;
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Cocosco et al., 2008), image-based methods (Jolly, 2009; Liu et al., 2012),
deformable methods (Billet et al., 2009; Ben Ayed et al., 2009; Chang et al.,
2010; Pluempitiwiriyawej et al., 2005), active appearance and shape mod-
els (AAM/ASM) (Zhang et al., 2010; Assen et al., 2006) and atlas mod-
els (Zhuang et al., 2008; Lorenzo-Valde´s et al., 2004). Pixel classification,
image-based and deformable methods suffer from a low robustness and ac-
curacy and require extensive user interaction (Petitjean and Dacher, 2011).
Alternatively, model-based methods such as AAM/ASM and atlas models
can overcome the problems with previous methods and reduce user interac-
tion at the expense of a large training set to build a general model. However,
it is very difficult to build a model that is general enough to cover all possi-
ble shapes and dynamics of the heart chambers (Petitjean and Dacher, 2011;
Jolly et al., 2009). Small datasets lead to a large bias in the segmentation,
which makes these methods inefficient when the heart shape is outside the
learning set (e.g., congenital heart defects, post-surgical remodeling, etc).
Furthermore, current learning-based approaches for LV segmentation have
certain limitations. For instance, methods using random forests (Margeta et al.,
2012; Lempitsky et al., 2009; Geremia et al., 2011) rely on image intensity
and define the segmentation problem as a classification task. These methods
employ multiple stages of intensity standardization, estimation and normal-
ization, which are computationally expensive and affect the success of further
steps. As such, their performance is rather mediocre at basal and apical slices
and overall inferior to the state-of-the-art. Also, methods that use Markov
random fields (MRFs) (Cordero-Grande et al., 2011a; Huang et al., 2004),
conditional random fields (CRFs) (Cobzas and Schmidt, 2009; Dreijer et al.,
2013) and restricted Boltzman machines (RBMs) (Ngo and Carneiro, 2014)
have been considered. MRF and RBM are generative models that try to
learn the probability of input data. Computing the image probability and
parameter estimation in generative models is generally difficult and can lead
to reduced performance if oversimplified. Besides, they use the Gibbs sam-
pling algorithm for training, which can be slow, become stuck for correlated
inputs, and produce different results each time it is run due to its randomized
nature. Alternatively, CRF methods try to model the conditional probability
of latent variables, instead of the input data. However, they are still com-
putationally difficult, due to complexity of parameter estimation, and their
convergence is not guaranteed (Dreijer et al., 2013).
Motivated by these limitations, and given the fact that manual seg-
mentation by experts is the ground truth in cardiac MRI, we tackle the
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complex problem of LV segmentation utilizing a combined deep-learning
(LeCun et al., 2015; Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006; Bengio, 2009; Bengio et al.,
2013; Ng, accessed July., 2015; Deng and Yu, 2014; Baldi, 2012) and deformable-
models approach. We develop and validate a fully automated, accurate and
robust segmentation method for the LV in cardiac MRI. In terms of nov-
elty and contributions, our work is one of the early attempts of employing
deep learning algorithms for cardiac MRI segmentation. It is generally be-
lieved that since current practices of deep learning have been trained on huge
amount of data, deep learning cannot be effectively utilized for medical im-
age segmentation due to the lack of training data. However, we show that
even with limited amount of training data, using artificial data enlargement,
pre-training and careful design, deep learning algorithms can be successfully
trained and employed for cardiac MRI segmentation. Nevertheless, we solve
some of the shortcomings of classical deformable models, i.e., shrinkage and
leakage and sensitivity to initialization, using our integrated approach. Fur-
thermore, we introduce a new curvature estimation method using quadra-
ture polynomials to correct occasional misalignment between image slices.
The proposed framework is tested and validated on the MICCAI database
(Radau et al., 2009). Finally, we provide better performance in terms of
multiple evaluation metrics and clinical indices.
The remainder of the manuscript is as follows. In Section 2, the proposed
method is described in detail. In Section 3, the implementation details are
provided. Section 4 presents the validation experiments. The results are
presented in Section 5. In Section 6 we discuss the results, performance
and comparison with the state-of-the-arts methods. Section 7 concludes the
paper.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Datasets
The MICCAI 2009 challenge database (Radau et al., 2009) is used in
our study to train and assess the performance of the proposed method-
ology. The MICCAI database was obtained from the Sunnybrook Health
Sciences Center, Toronto, Canada. The database is publicly available on-
line (Radau et al., 2009) and contains 45 MRI datasets, grouped into three
datasets. Each dataset contains 15 cases, divided into four ischemic heart
failure cases (SC-HF-I), four non-ischemic heart failure cases (SC-HF-NI),
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the developed algorithm.
four LV hypertrophy cases (SC-HYP) and three normal (SC-N) cases. Man-
ual segmentation of images by experts at the end diastole (ED) and the end
systole (ES) cardiac phases is included in the database. A typical dataset
contains 20 frames in 6-12 short-axis slices obtained from the base to the
apex. Image parameters are: thickness=8 mm, image size = 256 × 256 pix-
els.
The training dataset of the MICCAI database (Radau et al., 2009) was
used to train our method. The validation and online datasets were used for
evaluation of the method.
2.2. Method
The block diagram of the proposed method is depicted in Fig. 1. A
stack of short-axis cardiac MR images is provided as the input (Fig. 1).
The method is carried out in three stages: (i) the region of interest (ROI)
containing the LV is determined in the raw input images using convolu-
tional networks (LeCun et al., 2010; Szegedy et al., 2013; Sermanet et al.,
2014; Krizhevsky et al., 2012) trained to locate the LV; (ii) the shape of the
LV is inferred using stacked autoencoders (Bengio et al., 2013; Bengio, 2009;
Vincent et al., 2008; Baldi, 2012; Deng and Yu, 2014; Vincent et al., 2010)
trained to delineate the LV; (iii) the inferred shape is used for initialization
and also is incorporated into deformable models for segmentation. Contour
alignment is performed to reduce misalignment between slices for 3D recon-
struction. Each stage of the block diagram is individually trained during an
offline training process to obtain its optimum values of parameters. After
training, we deploy the system to perform the automatic segmentation task.
The three stages are further elaborated as follows:
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Figure 2: Block diagram of automatic detection of LV in MRI dataset.
2.2.1. Automatic Detection
The raw cardiac MRI datasets usually include the heart and its surround-
ing tissues within the thoracic cavity. To reduce the computational complex-
ity and time, and improve the accuracy, the first step of the algorithm is to
locate the LV and compute a ROI around it.
A block diagram of the automatic LV detection developed using convo-
lutional networks is illustrated in Fig. 2. To reduce complexity, the original
image size of 256× 256 is down-sampled to 64× 64 and used as the input.
Then, filters Fl ∈ R
11×11,b0 ∈ R
100 are convolved with the input image
to obtain the convolved feature maps. Denote the gray-value input image
I : Ω → R,Ω ⊂ R2 with size 64 × 64. I[i, j] represents a pixel intensity
at coordinate [i, j] of the image. Note that the pixel coordinates at the top
left and bottom right of the image are [1, 1] and [64, 64], respectively. The
convolved features are computed as Cl[i, j] = f (Zl[i, j]) where
Zl[i, j] =
11∑
k1=1
11∑
k2=1
Fl[k1, k2]I[i+ k1 − 1, j + k2 − 1] + b0[l], (1)
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 54 and l = 1, · · · , 100. This results in 100 convolved features
Zl ∈ R54×54. Here, x[i] denotes the i-th element of vector x and X[i, j]
denotes the element at the i-th row and the j-th column of matrix X.
Next, the convolved feature maps are sub-sampled using average pooling
(Boureau et al., 2010). To this end, the average values over non-overlapping
neighborhoods with size 6× 6 are computed in each feature map as
Pl[i1, j1] =
1
6
6i1∑
i=(6i1−5)
6j1∑
j=(6j1−5)
Cl[i, j], (2)
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for 1 ≤ i1, j1 ≤ 9. This results in 100 reduced-resolution features Pl ∈ R9×9
for l = 1, · · · , 100.
Finally, the pooled features are unrolled as vector p ∈ R8100 and fully
connected to a logistic regression layer with 1024 outputs to generate a mask
of size 32 × 32 that specifies the ROI. The output layer computes yc =
f(W1p+b1), where W1 ∈ R1024×8100 and b1 ∈ R1024 are trainable matrices.
Note that the original MR image size is 256×256. Therefore, first, the output
mask is up-sampled from 32× 32 to the original MR image size. The center
of the mask is then computed and used to crop a ROI of size 100× 100 from
the original image for further processing in the next stage.
Before using the network for localizing the LV, it should be trained. Dur-
ing training, the optimum parameters of the network (Fl,b0,W1,b1) are
obtained as described in the next section.
Training Convolutional Network
Training the convolution network involves obtaining the optimum values
of filters Fl, l = 1, · · · , 100 as well as other parameters b0,W1,b1. In com-
mon convolutional networks a large training set is usually available. There-
fore, they initialize the filters (Fl) randomly and then train the convolutional
network. The filters are constructed simultaneously during training. In our
application, the number of training and labeled data is limited. As such,
instead of random initialization, the filters are obtained using a sparse au-
toencoder (AE) which acts as a pre-training step. This leads us to train the
network with the limited amount of data that we have while avoid overfitting.
We employ an AE with 121 input/output units and 100 hidden units as
depicted in Fig. 3. To train the AE, N1 ≈ 104 small patches of size 11× 11
are randomly selected from the raw input images of the training dataset.
Each patch is then unrolled as vector x(i) ∈ R121, i = 1, · · · , N1 and fed to
the input layer of the AE. Denote the weights between the input layer and
the hidden layer with W1 ∈ R
100×121 and the weights between the hidden
layer and output layer with W2 ∈ R121×100. The hidden layer computes
a
(i)
2 = f(W2x
(i) + b2) and the final output is y
(i) = f(W3a
(i)
2 + b3), where
f(x) = 1/(1 + e−x) is the sigmoid activation function and b2 ∈ R100,b3 ∈
R121 are trainable bias vectors. The task of AE is to construct x(i) at the
output from the hidden values. Thus, input values are used as the labeled
data and no actual labeled data are required for training the AE.
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Figure 3: Sparse autoencoder is trained to initialize filters (Fl).
The AE is optimized by minimizing the cost function
J(W2,b2) =
1
2N1
N1∑
i=1
|y(i) − x(i)|2 +
λ
2
(
‖W2‖
2 + ‖W3‖
2
)
+ β
k∑
j=1
KL(ρ||ρˆj).
(3)
Here, the first term computes the average squared-error between the final
output y(i) and the desired output x(i). Furthermore, to avoid overfitting, the
l2 regularization/weight decay term is added to the cost function to decrease
the magnitude of the weights. Also, to learn higher representation from
the input data, a sparsity constraint is imposed on the hidden units. In
this way, a sparse AE is built. Here, the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
(Kullback and Leibler, 1951) constrains the mean value of the activations
of the hidden layer ρˆj = (1/N1)
N1∑
i=1
a
(i)
2 [j], j = 1, · · · , 100, to be equal to
the sparsity parameter ρ, which is usually a small value. The weight decay
coefficient λ and the sparsity coefficient β control the relative importance of
the three terms in the cost function. The optimization parameters are set as
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Figure 4: Typical input images (top) and corresponding binary masks (bottom) used for
training of the automatic detection network. Note, the center of image (top) is the same
as the center of corresponding ROI (bottom).
λ = 10−4, ρ = 0.1 and β = 3. Once autoencodr is trained, W2 is configured
as 100 filters Fl ∈ R11×11, l = 1, · · · , 100 and b0 = b2 for the next step.
Then, we perform a feed-forward computation using Eqs. 1-2 until the
output layer. Next, the output layer is pre-trained by minimizing the cost
function
J(W1,b1) =
1
2N2
N2∑
i=1
|y(i)c − l
(i)
roi|
2 +
λ
2
(
‖W1‖
2
)
, (4)
where l
(i)
roi ∈ R
1024 is the labeled data corresponding to the ith input image
and N2 is the number of training data. The labeled data at the output layer
are binary masks, as shown in Fig. 4, generated based on manual training
contours. As seen, a binary mask is an image with black background and
9
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Figure 5: Typical sub-images with manual segmentation of LV (top) and corresponding
binary masks (bottom) used for training the stacked autoencoder.
a white foreground corresponding to the ROI. The foreground is centered
at the center of the LV contour, which is known from the training manual
contours. Note that the binary mask is down-sampled to 32 × 32 and then
unrolled as vector l
(i)
roi to be used for training.
Finally, the whole network is fine-tuned by minimizing the cost function
J(Fl,b0,W1,b1) =
1
2N2
N2∑
i=1
|y(i)c − l
(i)
roi|
2 +
λ
2
(
‖W1‖
2 +
100∑
l=1
‖Fl‖
2
)
(5)
The cost function can be minimized using the backpropagation algorithm.
Here, λ = 10−4. It should be mentioned that the training process is per-
formed only once.
2.2.2. Shape Inferring
We utilize and train a stacked-AE, depicted in Fig. 6, to infer the shape
of the LV. The stacked-AE has one input layer, two hidden layers, and one
output layer. The sub-image obtained from the previous block is sub-sampled
and unrolled as vector xs ∈ R4096 and fed to the input layer. The hidden
layers build the abstract representations by computing h1 = f(W4xs + b4)
10
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Figure 6: Stacked AE for inferring the shape of LV. The input is a sub-image and the
output is a binary mask.
and h2 = f(W5h1 + b5). The output layer computes ys = f(W6h2 + b6) to
produce a binary mask. The binary mask is black (zero) everywhere except at
the borders of the LV. Here, W4 ∈ R100×4096,b4 ∈ R100,W5 ∈ R100×100,b5 ∈
R100 and W6 ∈ R4096×100,b6 ∈ R4096 are trainable matrices and vectors that
are obtained during the training process, as detailed in the next section.
Training stacked-AE
The training of the stacked-AE is performed in two steps: pre-training
and fine-tuning. Since the amount of labeled data is limited in our appli-
cation, a layer-wise pre-training is performed. The layer-wise pre-training
helps to prevent overfitting, leading to a better generalization. During the
pre-training step, parameters W4,W5 of the stacked-AE are obtained layer
by layer with no labeled data. Parameter W6 of the stacked-AE is obtained
using the labeled data. The details are as follows.
First, the input layer and the hidden layer H1 are departed from the
stacked-AE. By adding an output layer with the same size as the input layer
to the two departed layers (input layer and H1) a sparse AE is constructed
(similar to Fig. 3). The sparse AE is trained in an unsupervised fashion as
explained in 2.2.1 to obtain W4. The optimization parameters are set as
λ = 3× 10−3, ρ = 0.1, β = 3.
The training input/output data of the sparse AE are sub-images of size
100 × 100 centered at the LV extracted from the full-size training images.
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The input image is resized to 64 × 64 to be compatible with the input size
4096 of the stacked-AE. Once training of the first sparse AE is complete, its
output layer is discarded. The hidden units’ outputs in the AE are now used
as the input for the next hidden layer H2 in Fig. 6.
Then, hidden layers H1 and H2 are departed from the stacked-AE to
construct another sparse AE. Similarly, the second sparse AE is trained to
obtain W5. Again, no labeled data is required. This step can be repeated
depending on the number of hidden layers.
The last hidden layer’s outputs are used as the input to the final layer,
which is trained in a supervised fashion to obtain W6. The cost function to
train the final layer computes
J(W6,b6) =
1
2N2
N2∑
i=1
|y(i)s − l
(i)
lv |
2 +
λ
2
‖W6‖
2, (6)
where l
(i)
lv ∈ R
4096 is the labeled data corresponding to the ith image. The
labeled data are binary masks created from manual segmentations drawn by
experts. Fig. 5 depicts three examples of input images and corresponding
labels used for training of the stacked-AE. Note that the binary mask is
unrolled as vector llv to be used during optimization.
It should be mentioned that the layer-wise pre-training results in proper
initial values for parameters W4,W5,W6. In the second step, the whole
architecture is fine-tuned by minimizing the cost function
J(W4,W5,W6,b4,b5,b6) =
1
2N2
N2∑
i=1
|y(i)s − l
(i)
lv |
2 +
λ
2
(
‖W4‖
2 + ‖W5‖
2 + ‖W6‖
2
)
, (7)
using the back-propagation algorithm with respect to the supervised crite-
rion. Here λ = 10−4. As in the case of automatic detection the training
process is performed only once.
2.2.3. Segmentation and Alignment
The final block employs a deformable model combined with the inferred
shape for accurate segmentation. Deformable models are dynamic contours
that evolve by minimizing an energy function. The energy function reaches
its minimum when the contour lies on the boundary of the object of interest.
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In most of conventional deformable methods, the output contours tend to
shrink inward or leak outward due to presence of the papillary muscles in the
LV and small contrast between surrounding tissues. We solve these issues by
using the inferred shape from the previous stage as a good initialization. In
addition, the shape is incorporated into the energy function to prevent the
contour from shrinkage/leakage.
Denote the input sub-image with Is : Ωs → R,Ωs ⊂ Ω ⊂ R2 and the
coordinate of image pixels with (x, y). Let us define φ(x, y) as the level
set function that returns negative values for the pixels inside a contour and
positive values for the pixels outside. Also, denote the level set function
corresponding to the inferred shape with φshape(x, y). The energy function is
defined as
E(φ) = α1Elen(φ) + α2Ereg(φ) + α3Eshape(φ), (8)
which is a combination of the length-based energy function (Chan and Vese,
2001)
Elen(φ) =
∫
Ωs
δ(φ)|∇φ|dxdy, (9)
region-based (Chan and Vese, 2001)
Ereg(φ) =
∫
Ωs
|Is − c1|
2H(φ)dxdy +
∫
Ωs
|Is − c2|
2(1−H(φ))dxdy, (10)
and prior shape energy terms
Eshape(φ) =
∫
Ωs
(φ− φshape)
2dxdy. (11)
Here, δ(φ), H(φ) and ∇(·) are the delta function, Heaviside step function
and the gradient operation, respectively. Also c1 and c2 are the average of
the input image Is outside and inside the contour (Chan and Vese, 2001),
respectively. The αi’s, i = 1, · · · , 3 are the combining parameters, which
were determined empirically during training as α1 = 1, α2 = 0.5, α3 = 0.25.
The deformable method seeks a unique contour denoted by C∗ (or equiv-
alently φ∗), which lies on the boundary of the object of interest. This is
obtained by minimizing the energy function over φ as:
φ∗ = argmin
φ
{E(φ)}, (12)
13
that can be solved using the gradient descent algorithm. By letting φ be
a function of time and using the Euler-Lagrange equation (Chan and Vese,
2001; Pluempitiwiriyawej et al., 2005), we obtain
dφ
dt
= −
dE
dφ
= δ(φ)
[
α1Div
(
∇φ
|∇φ|
)
+ α2(Is − c2)
2
−α2(Is − c1)
2 − 2α3(φ− φshape)
]
, (13)
where Div(·) is the divergence operator.
The gradient descent starts with an initialization of φ(0) obtained from
the inferred shapes and is updated iteratively
φ(k+1) = φ(k) + γ
dφ
dt
, (14)
to obtain the final φ∗ or contour C∗. Here, γ is the step size which is a small
number. The stopping criterion checks whether the solution is stationary or
not by computing the difference between the length of the contours in the
current and previous iterations.
In case of 3D reconstruction of cardiac chambers, it is necessary to con-
sider possible misalignment between the image slices. Misalignment occurs
in cardiac MRI mainly due to respiratory and patient motions during MRI
scans. Ignoring misalignment leads to jagged discontinuous surfaces in the
reconstructed volume. To deal with this issue, we introduce a misalignment
estimation and correction using quadratic polynomials.
To this end, the center coordinate of the LV contours is computed from
the obtained LV segmentation in all image slices, denoted as (x˜i, y˜i), for
i = 1, · · · , n, where n is the number of slices. Let us denote the actual center
coordinate of the ith contour with (xi, yi). Then we can write
x˜i = xi + wi, (15)
y˜i = yi + vi, (16)
where wi ∼ N (0, σ2w), vi ∼ N (0, σ
2
v) are the misalignment values due to
motion artifacts, modeled by independent Gaussian random variables.
Using quadratic assumption for the curvature, it follows that
xi = a1i
2 + b1i+ c1, (17)
yi = a2i
2 + b2i+ c2. (18)
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Here a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2 are unknown parameters that are estimated by mini-
mizing the mean squared error as
aˆ1, bˆ1, cˆ1 = arg min
a1,b1,c1
n∑
i=1
(x˜i − a1i
2 − b1i− c1)
2, (19)
aˆ2, bˆ2, cˆ2 = arg min
a2,b2,c2
n∑
i=1
(y˜i − a2i
2 − b2i− c2)
2. (20)
After estimating the unknown parameters, the actual center coordinates are
estimated from Eqs. (17)-(18). Finally, the contours are registered, using an
affine transformation with linear interpolation, according to the estimated
center values to obtain an aligned stack of contours. Fig. 7 illustrates the cen-
ters of LV contours from the base to the apex for a typical MRI dataset with
ten misaligned image slices. The estimated aligned centers using quadratic
polynomials are depicted in red in the figure.
3. Implementation Details
Images and contours of all the cases in the training dataset of the MIC-
CAI challenge (Radau et al., 2009) were collected and divided into the large-
contour and small-contour groups. Typically, the large contours belong to
image slices near the base/middle and the small contours belong to the apex
of the heart since the contours near the apex of the heart are much smaller
than the contours at the base. As such, there are around 135 and 125 images
in each group, respectively. Then, we artificially enlarged the training dataset
using techniques such as image translation, rotation and changing the pixel
intensities based on the standard principal component analysis (PCA) tech-
nique as explained in (Koikkalainen et al., 2008). Using these techniques,
we augmented the training dataset by a factor of ten. Eventually, we had
around 1350 and 1250 images/labels in each group, respectively. Then, we
built and trained two networks, one for the large-contour dataset and one for
the small-contour dataset.
It is noted that considerable overfitting may happen in deep learning
networks, due to the large number of parameters to be learned. We paid
great attention to prevent the overfitting problem in our networks. To deal
with this, we adopted multiple techniques including: layer-wise pre-training,
l2 regularization and sparsity constraints as explained in Sections 2.2.1 and
15
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Figure 7: Misaligned centers of LV contours from the base to the apex (blue) and corre-
sponding aligned centers (red) obtained from quadrature curve fitting for a typical MRI
dataset with ten image slices.
2.2.2. Although the lack of training data was a challenge, the use of layer-
wise pre-training was greatly helpful. We also kept the number of units
in the hidden layers small and did not go beyond three layers to ensure
that the number of parameters is tractable. Furthermore, we performed
cross-validation and early stopping to monitor and prevent overfitting. In
addition, we artificially enlarged the training dataset as mentioned earlier in
this section. The hyper-parameters of the networks, i.e., number of layers
and units, number of filters, filter and pooling sizes, etc., are determined
empirically during the cross-validation process.
In the current study, our method was developed in MATLAB 2014a,
performed on a Dell Precision T7610 workstation, with Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU 2.6 GHz, 32 GB RAM, 64-bit Windows 7. The method was trained
using the training dataset and tested on the online and validation datasets
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Figure 8: Outcomes of deformable model with no shape constraint (α3 = 0), deep learning
(shape inference, step 2) and integrated deep learning and deformable model (final step),
for two typical images.
Figure 9: Automatic (red-black) and manual (dashed green) segmentation results of LV
for an example cardiac MRI dataset of the MICCAI database (Radau et al., 2009) in 2D
and 3D (right) representations.
of the MICCAI database (Radau et al., 2009).
4. Validation Process
We assess the performance of the proposed methodology by evaluating
the accuracy of the proposed automated segmentation method compared
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Figure 10: Automatic (red-black) and manual (green) segmentation results for challenging
images at the apex (right) and mid LV (left) with presence of papillary muscles for three
typical cardiac MRI datasets of the MICCAI database (Radau et al., 2009).
with the gold standard (manual annotations by experts). To this end, the
following measures are computed as: average perpendicular distance (APD),
Dice metric, Hausdorff distance, percentage of good contours and the con-
formity coefficient (Chang et al., 2009). As recommended in (Radau et al.,
2009), a segmentation is classified as good if the APD is less than 5mm. The
average perpendicular distance measures the distance from the automatically
segmented contour to the corresponding manually drawn expert contour, av-
eraged over all contour points (Radau et al., 2009). A high value implies that
the two contours do not match closely (Radau et al., 2009). Also, the Dice
metric, DM = 2(Aam)/(Aa + Am), is a measure of contour overlap utiliz-
ing the contour areas automatically segmented Aa, manually segmented Am,
and their intersection Aam (Radau et al., 2009). The Dice metric is always
between zero and one, with higher DM indicating better match between
automated and manual segmentations. The Hausdorff distance measures
the maximum perpendicular distance between the automatic and manual
contours (Queiros et al., 2014; Babalola et al., 2008). Finally, the confor-
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mity coefficient measures the ratio of the number of mis-segmented pixels
to the number of correctly segmented pixels defined as CC=(3DM-2)/DM
(Chang et al., 2009).
In addition, three clinical parameters, end-diastolic volume (EDV), end-
systolic volume (ESV) and ejection fraction (EF) were computed using the
automatic and manual LV segmentation results and used for the correla-
tion and Bland-Altman analyses (Bland and Altman, 1986). The correlation
analysis was performed using the Pearsons test to obtain the slope and in-
tercept equation and the Pearson R-values. To assess the intra- and inter-
observer variability the coefficient of variation (CV), defined as the standard
deviation (SD) of the differences between the automatic and manual results
divided by their mean values, and the reproducibility coefficient (RPC), de-
fined as 1.96∗SD, are computed.
The segmentation performance was assessed against reference contours
using the evaluation code provided in (Radau et al., 2009). Each measure
is computed slice by slice and a mean value and standard deviation for all
slices of a dataset are calculated.
5. Results
5.1. Illustrative Results
To better understand the role of each step, the outcome of the deformable
model with no shape constraint (α3 = 0), deep learning (shape inference, Step
2) and the integrated deformable model and deep learning method (final step)
for two typical images are shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 9 illustrates the automatic and manual segmentation results of the
LV for a typical cardiac MRI dataset from the base to the apex and three
views of the reconstructed LV chamber (front, base and apex views). Also,
segmentation results for image slices at the apex and mid LV, which are
generally complex due to presence of papillary muscles and low resolution,
are depicted in Fig. 10. In the figures, automatic segmentation results are
shown in red. The ground truth manual segmentations drawn by experts are
shown in green for comparison. Automatic and manual segmentation results
for multiple datasets of the MICCAI database (Radau et al., 2009) are illus-
trated in Fig. 11. In the figure, each row corresponds to one patient/dataset
which includes normal subjects (SC-N) and the ones with ischemic heart fail-
ure (SC-HF-I), non-ischemic heart failure (SC-HF-NI) and LV hypertrophy
(SC-HYP).
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Figure 11: Automatic (red-black) and manual (dashed green) segmentation of LV in the
base (left), mid-ventricular (middle) and the apex (right) slices for multiple cases of the
MICCAI database (Radau et al., 2009). Each row corresponds to one patient, ischemic
heart failure (SC-HF-I), non-ischemic heart failure (SC-HF-NI), LV hypertrphies (SC-
HYP) and normal (SC-N)
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Table 1: Evaluation metrics of our proposed method for the validation and online datasets
of the MICCAI database (Radau et al., 2009). Numbers’ format: mean value (standard
deviation).
Dataset I/F3 Good Contours (%) Dice Metric APD1(mm) HD2(mm) Conformity
Validation I 90(10) 0.90(0.1) 2.84(0.29) 3.29(0.59) 0.78(0.03)
Validation F 97.8(4.7) 0.94(0.02) 1.7(0.37) 3.29(0.59) 086(0.04)
Online I 87(12) 0.89(0.03) 2.95(0.54) 4.64(0.76) 0.76(0.07)
Online F 95.58(6.7) 0.93(0.02) 1.92(0.51) 3.62(1.1) 0.85(0.05)
1 Average Perpendicular Distance (APD).
2 Hausdorff Distance (HD).
3 (I): Initial contour, (F) Final contour.
5.2. Quantitative Results
In Table 1, the average values and the standard deviation of the computed
metrics are listed for the validation and online datasets. For each dataset,
two rows of results, corresponding to the initial contour (I) obtained from
the inferred shape and the final contour (F), are listed. Table 2 presents a
comparison of results between our method with the state-of-the-art methods
that used the same database.
Moreover, Figs. 12-14 illustrate the correlation graphs (left) between the
automatic and manual results and the Bland-Altman graphs (right) of the
differences, using the validation dataset, for EDV, ESV and EF, respec-
tively. A correlation with the ground truth contours of 0.99, 0.99, 0.99 for
EDV, ESV and EF was measured. The level of agreement between the auto-
matic and manual results was represented by the interval of the percentage
difference between mean±1.96SD. The mean and confidence interval of the
difference between the automatic and manual EDV results were -13 cm3 and
(-36cm3 to 10cm3), respectively. The CV and RPC were 6.9% and 13%,
respectively. The mean and confidence interval of difference between the
automatic and manual ESV results were -3.5 cm3, (-18cm3 to 11cm3) and
CV=6.9%, RPC=14%. Also, the mean and confidence interval of the dif-
ference between the automatic and manual EF results were -2.4%, (-8% to
3.2%), CV=6.7%, RPC=13%.
Approximated elapsed times of the training process were as follows. Train-
ing autoencoder to obtain filters: 63.3 seconds, training convolutional net-
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Table 2: Comparison of segmentation performance between proposed method and state-
of-the-art techniques using the MICCAI database (Radau et al., 2009). Numbers format:
mean value (standard deviation).
Method #1 Good Contours(%) Dice Metric APD2(mm) Conformity
Proposed 30 96.69(5.7) 0.94(0.02) 1.81(0.44) 0.86
(Queiros et al., 2014) 45 92.7(9.5) 0.9(0.05) 1.76(0.45) 0.78
(Ngo and Carneiro, 2014) 30 93.23(9.84) 0.89(0.03) 2.26(0.46) 0.75
(Hu et al., 2013) 45 91.06(9.4) 0.89(0.03) 2.24(0.4) 0.75
(Constantinides et al., 2012) 45 80(16) 0.86(0.05) 2.44(0.56) 0.67
(Liu et al., 2012) 45 91.17(8.5) 0.88(0.03) 2.36(0.39) 0.73
(Huang et al., 2011) 45 79.2(19) 0.89(0.04) 2.16(0.46) 0.75
(Schaerer et al., 2010) 45 − 0.87(0.04) 2.97(0.38) 0.70
(Jolly, 2009) 30 95.62(8.8) 0.88(0.04) 2.26(0.59) 0.73
1 Number of datasets evaluated. 30 -validation and online datasets, 45- all datasets.
2 Average Perpendicular Distance (APD).
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Figure 12: Correlation graph (left) and Bland-Altman(right) for end-diastolic volume
(EDV).
work: 3.4 hours, training stacked-AE: 34.25 minutes. Once trained, the
elapsed times of segmenting the LV in a typical MR image were as fol-
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Figure 13: Correlation graph (left) and Bland-Altman(right) for end-systole volume
(ESV).
lows: ROI detection (convolution, pooling, and logistic regression): 0.25 sec-
onds, shape inferring (stacked-AE): 0.002 seconds, segmentation (deformable
model): 0.2 seconds.
6. Discussion
In this study, we developed and validated an automated segmentation
method for the LV based on deep learning algorithms. We broke down the
problem into localization, shape inferring and segmentation tasks. Convolu-
tional networks were chosen for localization and extracting an ROI because
they are invariant to spacial translation and changes in scale and pixels’ in-
tensity (LeCun et al., 2010; Sermanet et al., 2014). We also chose a stacked
AE for shape inferring because of its simplicity in training and implemen-
tation yet showing to be powerful in different vision tasks. (Vincent et al.,
2010). Ideally, a pure deep learning was desired. However, this was not
possible due to several challenges including the limited amount of training
data. Thus, we integrated deep learning with deformable models to bring
more accuracy to the method.
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As seen in the left side of Fig. 8, the outcome of the deformable model
without shape constraint (blue) leaked to surrounding tissues due to low
contrast at the borders. Clearly this is not acceptable. On the other hand,
the deep learning network (shape inference) provided a close contour (red)
to the ground truth (green) with no leakage. This is due to the fact that the
network has been trained using the ground truth data to look for the overall
shape of the LV and not the intensity difference at the border. Finally, the
integrated deep learning and deformable models brought the contour (yellow)
closer to the ground truth. Similar behavior can be seen in the right side of
Fig. 8 when contours tend to shrink due to presence of papillary muscles in
the LV.
From Figs. 9-11, it can be seen that the LV was accurately segmented
from the base to the apex. The alignment process resulted in a smooth 3D
reconstruction of the LV in Fig. 9. The first image on the left corner of
Fig. 9 shows a slight leakage from the ground truth. This situation is one of
the challenging cases that, due to the fuzziness of the LV border, contours
tend to leak to surrounding tissues in pure deformable models. Luckily,
by integrating the inferred shape into the deformable models, this leakage
was significantly prevented in this image and also all similar cases in the
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dataset such as the first and second images in the fifth row of Fig. 11. In
other challenging cases, such as in Fig. 10, that pure deformable models tend
to shrink inward due to the presence of papillary muscles, or leak outward
due to low resolution and small contrast of images at the apex, our method
overcame these shortcomings.
Computed metrics in Table 1 showed that the inferred shape provided
good initial contours with an overall accuracy of 90% (in terms of DM).
Also, the integrated deformable model provided final contours with great
agreement with the ground truth with an overall DM of 94% and improve-
ments in other metrics. Table 2 revealed that our method outperformed the
state-of-the-art methods and significant improvements were achieved in all
metrics. Specifically, the DM and conformity were improved by 4% and 0.08
compared to the best DM and conformity reported by (Queiros et al., 2014).
The correlation analysis in Figs. 12-14 depicted a high correlation for the
three clinical cardiac indices. The high correlation between the automatic
and manual references shows the accuracy and clinical applicability of the
proposed framework for automatic evaluation of the LV function. Also, the
Bland-Altman analysis in the figures revealed a better level of agreement
compared with that of (Queiros et al., 2014). On the other hand, the level
of agreement of frameworks of (Cordero-Grande et al., 2011b; Eslami et al.,
2013) are slightly better than that of our method, which can be related
to the semi-automated property of these methods compared with our fully
automatic approach.
The measured elapsed time revealed that the method can be trained
within a reasonable time, which can be performed offline. The longest time
was needed for the convolutional network, which required convolution of the
filters with images. Nevertheless, these times can be even shortened by de-
veloping the algorithms into GPU-accelerated computing platforms instead
of our current CPU-based platform. In testing, the average time to perform
the LV segmentation in a typical image was found less than 0.5 seconds,
of which mostly taken by the convolution network and the integrated de-
formable model. Yet, the integrated deformable model converges faster than
pure deformable models because of the initialization and integration with the
inferred shape. Some of the published works provide numbers for the compu-
tational time. However, since each method has been developed on a different
computing platform, these values may not be reliable for comparison unless
all the methods are developed on the same platform.
It is noted that, while 3D methods are becoming the state-of-the-art
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in many medical image analysis applications, we performed 2-dimensional
(2D) processing in the present study. This choice was due to two known
challenges in cardiac MRI that prevents one from direct 3-dimensional (3D)
analysis. First, the gap between slices (vertical dimension) in most routine
acquisitions is relatively large (around 7-8 mm) and the pixel intensities be-
tween the slices cannot be reliably estimated (Petitjean and Dacher, 2011;
Tavakoli and Amini, 2013; Petitjean et al., 2015; Queiros et al., 2014). Sec-
ond, due to motion artifacts in cardiac MRI, misalignment between slices is
common (Barajas et al., 2006; Chandler et al., 2008; Lo¨tjo¨nen et al., 2004;
Zakkaroff et al.; Carminati et al., 2014; Liew et al., 2015). This means that
the cavity center is not at the same position in different slices. Some of ex-
isting tools perform an initial 2D segmentation in the middle slice and later
apply an alignment process and then convert from the Cartesian coordinate
to the polar coordinate to be able to perform 3D processing (Queiros et al.,
2014). Alternatively, atlas-based techniques build a reference 3D model from
some training data and then register the new image to the reference model,
which limits the accuracy of segmentation to the reference model. Accord-
ingly, different approaches can be adapted for our method if 3D processing
is sought. For instance, instead of feeding 2D images in the current method,
3D data can be fed to the deep learning networks and trained for a 3D re-
construction. This would require networks with higher number of nodes and
layers. Considering these challenges and additional complexity burden, the
possibility of performing 3D computation can be investigated in future. Nev-
ertheless, cardiac chamber segmentation in clinical practice is mainly used
to compute clinical indices such as the volume or ejection fraction. Our
proposed method is able to provide these indices with high accuracy while
performing 2D processing.
Finally, one of the difficulties in developing deep learning and machine
learning approaches for cardiac MRI segmentation is the lack of adequate
data for training and validation. Particularly for deep learning networks,
access to more data helps to reach a better generalization and reduce the
overfitting problem. For this work, we used a portion of the MICCAI dataset
(Radau et al., 2009) and artificially enlarged the dataset for training. How-
ever, in this case the training data are highly correlated, which would limit
the performance. Also, currently, there are no analytic approaches to de-
sign hyper-parameters (such as number of layers and units, filter size, etc.)
in deep learning networks and they are mainly obtained empirically, as we
performed in our study.
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7. Conclusion
In summary, a novel method for fully automatic segmentation of the
LV from cardiac MRI datasets was presented. The method employed deep
learning algorithms for automatic detection and inferring the shape of the
LV. The shape was incorporated into deformable models and brought more
robustness and accuracy, particularly for challenging basal and apical slices.
The proposed approach was shown to be accurate and robust compared to the
other state-of-the-art methods. Excellent agreement and a high correlation
with reference contours were obtained. In contrast with other automated
approaches, our method is based on learning several levels of representations,
corresponding to a hierarchy of features and does not assume any model or
assumption about the image or heart. The feasibility and performance of
this segmentation method was successfully demonstrated through computing
validation metrics with respect to the gold standard on the MICCAI 2009
database (Radau et al., 2009). Testing our method on a larger set of clinical
data is subject of future research.
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